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Damato

Our
history
We are a family corporation engaged for
three generations in the production,
distribution and marketing of plastics.
In 1973, STIR S.p.A. was born, and within a few

To meet the needs of customers and satisfy

years, became the biggest business enterprise

every need, in 2006 STIR S.p.A. decides to

in Southern Italy

further expand its scope through the distribution
of polyolefins.

In 2004, STIR S.p.A. broadens its range of
services and complements its production

In 2013, all the PVC compounding activities of

Today STIR S.p.A. is the holding company of the

activity, historical mission, the marketing of

STIR were spun off and transferred to a new

group, holds the investments of the other

special polymers for the plastics industry by

company, STIR Compounds.

companies that comprise it and concentrates

acquiring the RG CHEM.

The spinoff operation, decided in the framework

in the distribution of plastic materials, an

of the restructuring plan of the STIR group, is

activity that is continuously strengthened

based on the strong belief that production and

through agreements with domestic and

distribution activities require different strategies

international partners.

and thus, should be developed in independent
structures.
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Today
STIR S.p.A. is the largest plastics distribution
company in southern Italy.
Holding of the corporate group consisting of
the companies STIR Compounds and RG CHEM,
STIR S.p.A. also wields an important role in the
coordination and managerial development.
It combines an organized, efficient, flexible and
reliable customer service with a network of
widespread and qualified sales agents and
sellers.
The logistic service offered covers the entire
Italian territory and allows quick and punctual
deliveries, even those just in time.
A

constant

and

qualitative

selection

and

monitoring of suppliers, over time, has led to
establishing a strong working relationship with
Carmel Olefins, a Bazan group company.
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4
LOGISTIC

RAVENNA

4 Domestic DEPOTS
In order to offer customers an essential "just in time" service, STIR uses four
warehouses that cover the entire national territory.
The Milan warehouse for northern Italy, the headquarters of Barletta, Salerno and Catania
depot for the southern center and the islands, represent three strategic points
for the sorting and storage of goods in case of a customer’s special needs.

BARLETTA
SALERNO

CATANIA
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3

Companies

1973

STIR S.p.a, STIR Compounds,
R.G. CHEM

Year founded

36.000 T

30

Tons produced and marketed

20.000 Mq
Square meters of distributed
storage warehouse

Employees

400

Costumers

10.000

Formulations and commercialized
items
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Tomorrow
We look to the future through the eyes of the
third generation.

STIR S.p.a. is a company that today sees a
steady growth in its production and distribution capacity.

Our tomorrows will continue in this direction.
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STIR S.p.a.
www.stir.it

Via Trani 177 - 76121 Barletta (BT) Italia

Tel +39 0883 3418111 / Fax +39 0883 341830

VAT number: 00439720723

info@stir.it

